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Proof of a Conjecture of Mader, Erdo¨s and Hajnal on Topological
Complete Subgraphs
BE´LA BOLLOBA´S AND ANDREW THOMASON
We show that every graph G of size at least 256p2jGj contains a topological complete subgraph
of order p. This slight improvement of a recent result of Komlo´s and Szemere´di proves a conjecture
made by Mader and by Erdo¨s and Hajnal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A topological complete graph of order p comprises p vertices fv1; : : : ; vpg and
(p
2

pairwise vertex disjoint paths Pi; j , 1  i < j  p, such that Pi; j joins vi to v j . It was
conjectured by Mader [11], and also by Erdo¨s and Hajnal [6], that there is a positive constant
c such that any graph G of size at least cp2jGj contains a topological complete subgraph
of order p.
It was pointed out by Jung [7] that complete bipartite graphs provide examples showing
that if the conjecture be true then c > 1=16. Ajtai et al. [1] noticed that almost every
graph is an example showing that c > 1=8 (see also Erdo¨s and Fajtlowicz [5] and Bolloba´s
and Catlin [4]). On the other hand, it is not at all easy to show even the existence of a
function f .p/ such that G contains a topological complete subgraph of order p provided
e.G/  f .p/jGj. It was Mader [11] who first found such a function f .p/, and later [13]
he showed that f .p/ D 3:2p−3 − p suffices. For more details (and also for definitions not
given here) see Chapter 7 of [2].
Recently Komlo´s and Szemere´di [8] made a breakthrough by proving that, for each  >
14, there exists a constant c such that f .p/ D c p2.log p/ will do. Their ingenious and
delicate proof is based on the expansion properties of appropriate subgraphs (and is particu-
larly effective for sparse graphs). Independently, Alon and Seymour (see [8]) observed that
a theorem of Robertson and Seymour [14], when combined with the results of Mader [12],
Kostochka [10] and Thomason [15], immediately shows that f .p/ D cp2.log p/1=2 will do
for some constant c.
The purpose of this paper is to prove the conjecture of Mader [11] and Erdo¨s and Ha-
jnal [6] by demonstrating that f .p/ D 256p2 will do. Our proof is similar in spirit to
that of Alon and Seymour. Very shortly after we had written this paper, Komlo´s and Sze-
mere´di [9] completed a refinement of their own method, so obtaining an alternative proof
of the conjecture.
2. LINKING AND DENSE MINORS
We call a subset fv1; : : : ; vlg of the vertices of a graph linkable if, for any permutation 
of f1; : : : ; lg the graph contains vertex disjoint v.2i−1/–v.2i/ paths, 1  i  bl=2c. The
graph itself is said to be .k; l/-linked if every set of k vertices contains a subset of size l
which is linkable.
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As usual, given graphs G and H with V .H/ D fv1; : : : ; vhg, we say that H is a minor
of G, denoted by G  H , if G contains disjoint subsets of vertices V1; : : : ; Vh such that
GTVi U is connected for every i and G contains a Vi –Vj edge whenever viv j 2 E.H/.
The following theorem is similar to the previously-mentioned theorem of Robertson and
Seymour [14], as used by Alon and Seymour [8].
THEOREM 1. Let G be a graph with .G/  k such that G  H , where 2.H/ 
jH j C 3k=2. Then G is .k; dk=2e/-linked.
PROOF. By the hypotheses of the theorem, G contains disjoint subsets of vertices V1; : : : ;
VjH j corresponding to the vertices of H , such that GTVi U is connected, 1  i  jH j, and
there is an edge in G between any two subsets corresponding to vertices that are adjacent
in H . We call the subsets V1; : : : ; VjH j blocks.
Let v1; : : : ; vk be k distinct vertices of G. We call a sequence P1; : : : ; Pk of vertex
disjoint paths from fv1; : : : ; vkg to S1ijH j Vi a linkage if Pi begins at vi , 1  i  k,
and the endvertices of the Pi ’s are in distinct blocks. Linkages do indeed exist, for we can
select vertices yi 2 Vi , 1  i  k, and then Menger’s theorem implies that there are k
vertex disjoint paths from fv1; : : : ; vkg to fy1; : : : ; ykg. We define the block length b.Pi / to
be the number of times Pi enters a block as it is traversed from vi to its endvertex. For
this purpose, starting in a block is counted as entering it; for example, if v1 2 V1 and P1
is the trivial path of zero length starting and ending in v1 then its block length is one. The
block length of the linkage is the sum
Pk
iD1 b.Pi /.
Let us now choose a linkage P1; : : : ; Pk of minimal block length. Observe first that any
block which is met by the Pi ’s must contain the endvertex of some Pi , for if not we can
truncate one of the paths so that it terminates in that block and so reduce
Pk
iD1 b.Pi /. In
particular, the total number of blocks met by the Pi is exactly k. Now let
U D fVj V Vj is met by exactly one Pi g;
W D fVj V Vj is met by more than one Pi g:
We wish to show that U is large; we do so via the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. In a linkage of minimal block length, for each block Vj 2 W one of the paths
entering Vj enters next a block in U (where it necessarily terminates).
PROOF. Suppose the lemma were false. Now 2.H/  jH j C 3k=2  .H/ C 3k=2, so
.H/  3k=2. Since jU [ W j D k and .H/  k there exists a block Vl met by no Pi
and having an edge from Vj to Vl . Let this edge be w jwl where w j 2 Vj and wl 2 Vl ,
and form a path Q by beginning at wl , traversing the edge wlw j and then following a path
in Vj until we reach for the first time a vertex on one of the paths in our linkage, Ph say.
Form the path P 0h by truncating Ph at its point of intersection with Q and then following
Q back to the vertex wl . Notice that the collection of paths formed from P1; : : : ; Pk by
replacing Ph by P 0h is a linkage.
If, on the one hand, Ph is not the path which terminates in Vj then b.P 0h/  b.Ph/. The
minimality of the linkage then implies b.P 0h/ D b.Ph/, so Ph terminates in the block Vm
reached next after Vj . Since, by assumption, Vm 2 W , there is a path Pr passing through Vm .
Let P 0r be Pr truncated to terminate in Vm . Then the system of paths formed from P1; : : : ; Pk
by replacing Ph and Pr by P 0h and P 0r is a linkage of smaller block length than our original
choice, a contradiction.
If, on the other hand, Ph is the path which terminates in Vj (so b.P 0h/ D b.Ph/ C 1),
then we may select a path Ps passing through Vj and form the path P 0s by truncating Ps
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to terminate in Vj . Now b.P 0s/  b.Ps/− 1, and since replacing Ph and Ps by P 0h and P 0s
gives us another linkage, the minimality of our original choice implies that Ps terminates
in the block Vm which it visits next after Vj . As before, Vm 2 W and we may truncate a
path Pr passing through Vm . Finally, replacing Ph , Pr and Ps by P 0h , P 0r and P 0s gives a
linkage of smaller block length than our original choice, which is again a contradiction.
The proof of Theorem 1 is now easily completed. Using Lemma 2 we can construct an
injection f V W ! U as follows; given Vj 2 W , select a path passing through Vj and
terminating immediately in a block Vm 2 U , and put f .Vk/ D Vm . Consequently jU j  jW j
so jU j  dk=2e.
We may suppose that the paths P1; : : : ; Pu end in U , where u D jU j  dk=2e. Since
2.H/  jH j C 3k=2 we can find, for every pair Vi ; Vj 2 U , 3k=2 blocks adjacent to both
Vi and Vj . At least k=2 of these blocks will not be in U [ W . Therefore the blocks of
U can be joined pairwise (with any desired pairing) by disjoint paths each passing through
one block not in U [W . Hence the set of vertices fv1; : : : ; vug is linkable. This completes
the proof of Theorem 1.
3. TOPOLOGICAL COMPLETE SUBGRAPHS
Random graph examples show that the average degree in a graph needs to be of order
at least k
p
log k in order to guarantee the existence of a complete minor of order k; Kos-
tochka [10] and Thomason [15] showed that such an average degree is also sufficient. The
following lemma (Lemma 3) shows that an average degree which is merely linear in k is
already enough to ensure quite a dense minor. The proof of the lemma is almost verbatim
that of Lemma 1 of [15]. However the statement of the lemma in [15] differs sufficiently
from that of Lemma 3 to justify reproducing the proof here (it is only short). The statement
of Lemma 3 involves an absolute constant  whose numerical value slightly exceeds 0.37;
the proof is based on ideas of Mader [11], who obtained a similar result with a constant
0.25.
LEMMA 3. Let 0 <  < 1 be the root of the equation 1 D .1C log.2=// and let k  3
be an integer. Let G be a graph of size e.G/  kjGj. Then G  H , where H is some graph
satisfying jH j  k C 2 and 2.H/  jH j C bkc − 1.
PROOF. We will in fact prove something marginally stronger, namely that G  K2 C H
where jH j  k and 2.H/  jH j C bkc − 3. We begin by choosing a minor H1 of
G which is minimal subject to the constraint e.H1/  kjH1j. Note that e.H1/ D kjH1j,
so .H1/  2k. Choose a vertex z 2 H1 of minimal degree and let H2 D H1T0.z/U. If
w 2 H2 then w has at least k neighbours in H2, for otherwise the graph H1=zw obtained
by contracting the edge zw satisfies e.H1=zw/  e.H1/− k D kjH1=zwj, contradicting the
minimality of H1.
It follows that jH2j  2k and .H2/  k. Define the real valued function f .G/ on graphs
by f .G/ D kjGj.log.jGj=k/C 1/=2 and let
D D fG V jGj  k and e.G/  f .G/g:
Note that H2 2 D by the definition of . Let H3 be a minor of H2 minimal with respect
to containment in D. Since the complete graph of order dke is not in D it follows that
jH3j  k C 1. Moreover e.H3/ D d f .H3/e and for any edge uv 2 E.H3/ the inequality
e.H3=uv/ < f .H3=uv/ holds.
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Choose a vertex u in H3 of minimal degree and let H D H3T0.u/U. Then jH j 
b2d f .H3/e=
jH3jc  dk.log.jH3j=k/ C 1/e  k. To finish the proof it is enough to show that
the minimal degree of H satisfies the claimed lower bound. Now writing b for k we have
2.H/− jH j  2. f .H3/− f .H3=uv/− 1/− jH j
 bjH3j.log.jH3j=b/C 1/− b.jH3j − 1/.log..jH3j − 1/=b/C 1/
−b.log.jH3j=b/C 1/− 3
D b.jH3j − 1/ log.jH3j=.jH3j − 1//− 3
> b − 4;
since jH3j  b C 1 and  log.1C 1=/ > 1− 1= for all real  > 1.
The last ingredient that we need to prove our main theorem is the result of Mader [12]
that a graph of order n and size greater than .2k − 3/.n − k − 1/ contains a k-connected
subgraph.
THEOREM 4. Let p be a positive integer and let G be a graph of size 256p2jGj. Then G
contains a topological subgraph of order p.
PROOF. Clearly we may assume that p  3. By the theorem of Mader just cited, G
contains a subgraph G1 with .G1/  128p2  127p2C3p. Select a set X D fx1; : : : ; x3pg
of 3p vertices of G1, and let G2 D G1 − X . In G2 select 3p disjoint sets of vertices
Y1; : : : ;Y3p such that jYi j D 5p and Yi consists of neighbours of xi , 1  i  3p.
Now .G2/  .G2/  127p2 so e.G2/ > 63p2jG2j. The numerical value of the number
 cited in Lemma 3 is slightly greater than 0.37, so that lemma shows that G2  H where
2.H/  jH j C b63p2c − 1  jH j C 23p2. It then follows from Theorem 1 that G2 is
.15p2; 7p2/-linked. Hence there is a set Z S3piD1 Yi of size 7p2 which is linkable.
Let Zi D Z \Yi . The fact that Z is linkable implies that if there are p indices i satisfying
jZi j  p − 1 then the p vertices xi with these same indices will form the branch vertices
of a topological subgraph of G. Hence the theorem could fail only if jZi j  p − 2 for all
but p − 1 indices. But this would imply that
jZ j D
3pX
iD1
jZi j  .p − 1/5p C .2p C 1/.p − 2/ < 7p2  jZ j;
which is manifestly false.
Our purpose here has been to exhibit a short proof of the conjecture of Mader [11] and
Erdo¨s and Hajnal [6]. It will be clear that the method as given will yield a constant smaller
than 256. In fact, a modification of the method, based on the proof given by Robertson
and Seymour [14] of their previously-mentioned theorem, yields the stronger result that a
graph G of size 22kjGj contains a k-linked subgraph (a graph is said to be k-linked if, for
any sequence v1; : : : ; v2k of 2k distinct vertices, there are k vertex disjoint paths P1; : : : ; Pk
with Pi joining v2i−1 to v2i , 1  i  k). It is easy to see that this result, of interest in
its own right, implies the truth of the conjecture with a constant smaller than 256, but the
proof is somewhat more involved than that given here and will appear elsewhere [3]. The
method of proof developed by Komlo´s and Szemere´di [9] may be capable of giving a best
possible constant, which our methods can never achieve.
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